1st K-E-Y >>> to Building your Home eBiZ …

QUICKER, and MORE SUCCESSFULLY?
(1)

=>

Your Correct M-I-N-D-S-E-T!

It’s Up to US: Personal Development “begins”
when WE start changing our previous THINKING
from that of a “negative” one - to a “positive” one.
BUT - this can be a difficult transition - especially
when we factor in such [global] enemies as -- COVID-19 -- and other harsh realities at
play [such as - rejections / disappointments / frustrations / failures / other challenges].
At the end of the day, it all boils down to developing >>>>>>>>>> the correct MINDSET.
Everything we DO in life is determined by the way we THINK, and then, taking ACTION
(or not). To explore this further >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Click HERE.

2nd K-E-Y >>> to Building your Home eBiz …

QUICKER, and MORE SUCCESSFULLY?
(2)

=>

Teach D-U-P-L-I-C-A-T-I-O-N!

Yes, DUPLICATION is “critical” for success in your Home eBiz,
and it takes TIME to ‘achieve’ that success (3-5 years) - so, DO
be realistic!
First and foremost, you need to try to keep things very S-I-M-P-L-E. Stick to the K.I.S.S.
[Keep It Simple, Silly] Formula - you will be Ok!
Second, always remember that >>> PEOPLE are not “duplicatable” - but the good thing
is >>> S-Y-S-T-E-M-S, of the ‘right’ kind, are “duplicatable” [see #3 below] - for teaching
H-O-W to … a)- GATHER CUSTOMERS - and b)- ATTRACT PARTNERS! This means
that you must give your new Team members a "duplicatable" ACTION Plan, for them to
reach success - and reach it more quickly. Some people start their business ONline [by
using SOCIAL MEDIA platforms] - but some find that "posting tons of content" is both
difficult, and far too time consuming. What’s KEY is >>> a SIMPLE SYSTEM is ‘critical’
for everyone - and C-O-N-S-I-S-T-E-N-C-Y is, as well!

Others prefer to build their Home eBiz OFFline - while still others
do ‘both’ ONline and OFFline. Whatever it is, please know that it
is very important for "you" to use SIMPLE, Fast-Start SYSTEMS,
and, to TEACH your new Team partners - and Leaders - to do the very same thing!
DUPLICATION is teaching, showing, and helping people know, and understand, what is
actually "involved" in building a SUCCESSFUL Home eBusiness. It is a major KEY to
creating the kind of freedom, and lifestyle, that you - and ALL your Team - want, in your
business - and in life. See MORE on this >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Click HERE.
3 Steps to ‘CREATING’ Duplication: Here, SUCCESS is about
large groups of people - doing a few simple things - over a long
time, so: a)- Lead by EXAMPLE. b)- Get Your New Associates
Started CORRECTLY. c)- Create a Culture of SPEED.

3rd K-E-Y >>> to Building your Home eBiz …

QUICKER, and MORE SUCCESSFULLY?
(3)

=>

RECRUIT [Discouraged] M.L.M.ers!

W-H-Y? - Here are just a "few" reasons: 1)- Most are "frustrated" with their progress! ... 2)- Many
(most) are not making enough money to even cover the cost of their monthly product purchases!
3)- Most truly 'want' [wanted] to earn extra [Residual] income ... 4)- Most 'believe' [believed] in the
"work from home" idea [especially in "these" times + when "leverage" is possible] ... 5)- Most are
'trained' (or semi-trained) for the concept of a Home eBiz ... 6)- Most do know "other" [unhappy]
MLMers they can approach [with a proven, "solution"] ... 7)- Many are [were] victims of their MLM
company being >>> SHUT DOWN! … 8)- Most are still extremely interested in offering to others the opportunity for - Health + Time + Financial FREEDOM … thus, gaining those same precious
assets, for themselves >>> ALL of which ‘could’ greatly HELP YOU to SUCCEED in YOUR eBiz!

H-O-W Do I Know All This? - I used to BE in MLM, myself, for 30+ years!

>>> My FULL STORY!

BELIEF: First, proactively "decide to become" a WORLD CLASS HOME BIZ SUCCESS - to just
BE one. We need to cultivate, and nurture, the unshakable belief that we DO offer something of
great VALUE for others - believing in WHAT we’re doing - and in the huge OPPORTUNITY that
we have our hands on [a D2C Home eBiz] - believing so totally, that it’s part of WHO WE ARE!
And, if I may, I would like to share some nice personal TESTIMONIALS with you (many thanks).
------------ // ------------

FINALLY - MY REVIEW of a GREAT ONLINE SYSTEM >>> for Biz L-E-A-D-S:
Below, you will discover an exceptional LEAD Supply System for >>> “attracting
MLM-NETWORK MARKETERS”! I have used this [I still do] - and I have been
extremely happy with its performance!
[ Save >>> Keys4BizSuccess.com ]

MLM-RecruitOnDemand

(Cick Above)

